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The Wrap concept was inspired and evolved from the continuous 
R&D processes within the PTC, not only from the obvious 
continuum of a confectionary production line but to represent 
the PTC’s product development process - ‘from Concept to 
shelf’. This concept has been captured visually in a dynamic, 
sweeping projecting profile that envelops the single and three 
storey massing on the front elevation to create a distinctively 
curvaceous and fluid contemporary aesthetic to the whole 
building. This dynamic is also transferred internally by using the 
same profile to cap the edges of the upper floor plates which 
also adopt the same curvaceous dynamic.  

At the early feasibility stages it became evident that the external 
wrap was an extremely important feature in the design and 
therefore the balance of colour, proportion and material was 
going to be a crucial factor, which also had to satisfy the internal 
balcony edge detail. The visual proportioning and perceived 
quality was a fine balance, the profile had to be slender enough 
to deal with the tight curves yet appear deep enough to give 
a feeling of quality and remain in proportion to the rest of the 
building, too deep and it looks cumbersome, too shallow and it 
would lose its impact and importance as the primary concept. 
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MAterIAl selectIoN
As the project quickly moved forward to detailed design stage the 
500mm height was proving difficult to maintain as construction 
depths of the single storey frontage roof, curved sloping end 
wall and the internal balustrade floor edge began to dictate a 
larger size. Also we had to consider the buildability, sequencing 
and production and delivery timescales in an extremely tight and 
accelerated construction programme. It was decided that a factory 
controlled off-site construction method was the only way to control 
quality and allow earlier trades to be completed in advance of 
the wrap and detailed in such a way so that it could be installed 
towards the end of the project to avoid potential site damage. 

A number of materials were considered from pressed aluminium for 
its versatility to GRC (Glass Reinforced Concrete) for its perceived 
quality and robustness. However all possible alternatives appeared 
to have fundamental flaws - either too vulnerable to damage or not 
versatile enough to form the fluid curves etc. Ultimately GRP (Glass 
Reinforced Plastic) was chosen as the light weight product material 
to form the feature wrap which could be reinforced with plywood 
to give a robust quality feel and could be formed to the complex 
shapes. It was also slender enough to encapsulate all the different 
detailing conditions. 

Due to efficiencies in repetition and formwork the GRP profile 
was designed to accommodate many different interface details 
and components, therefore reinforcing the need to keep all fascia 
depths to a standard 500mm. As the GRP fascia was performing 
a number of different roles both internally and externally there 
were a number of different detailing scenarios to overcome. All the 
interfaces details would be extremely visible and were concealing 
a lot of construction from support steelwork to raised access floors 
to waterproofing green roof edge details into a relatively small 
500mm zone. 

This entailed rigorous structural steel detailing to both external and 
internal elements as well as meticulously co-ordinating various 
sub-contractors to ensure consistent detailing was achieved.

The fascia height was finally determined at 500mm to deal with 
all the relevant detailing interfaces at the slab edges and as a roof 
capping and fascia. The colours selected were an off white in a 
matt finish with added fleck (conceal dust and weathering) for the 
fascia’s and bright yellow in a high gloss finish to the sheltered 
soffit areas. 
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APProAch to detAIlINg 
As seen from the photographs the wrap is a continuous fluid 
band that dynamically sweeps around the building exterior before 
transferring to the internal floor plates, but with the GRP feature 
wrap driving the complex external façade detail, the supporting 
structure and relating elements and trades had to be considered 
from the start even though the GRP cladding was one of the last 
items to be installed. Not having used GRP to this extent before 
we had to understand the product limits and detailing methods 
before we could start our construction information. When we sat 
down with the GRP sub-contractor it quickly became apparent that 
this lightweight material could be formed into almost any shape 
enhancing our expectations of the product. We could then start to 
develop the detailing and setting out to suit the intended aesthetic, 
concealing butt joints and deliberately introducing expressed joints 
on grid lines where we were limited to 3m lengths to a single unit.

The construction depth of the single storey frontage roof and 
sloping end wall was the most challenging detail. The roof 
feature GRP wrap had to conceal the roof build-up consisting 
of supporting structure, metal deck, Kingspan Taper insulation 
with waterproofing system and an extensive green roof. This was 
achieved by lifting the edge PFC into the depth of the GRP fascia 
and welding steel angles into the webs to support the shallow 
metal deck and selecting a Bauder green roof with a minimal 
depth. The GRP sloping end wall fascia had to conceal even more 
with curtain wall, internal plasterboard finish, structure, insulation, 
clear air cavity and ribbed GRP cladding finish all within 500mm. 
This was achieved with a portion of the wall construction being 
pushed back into the depth of the structure and again lifting the 
edge PFC into the depth of the fascia. 

Focus on Detail : VoluMe 2
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The Vertical glass louvre blades to reduce heat gain into the 
meeting rooms were designed as a three part system; this 
consisted of a series of stainless steel tubes fixed to the head and 
cill of the structure. Then the GRP soffits and cill were precisely 
core drilled and drop over the stainless steel supports, this 
eliminated unsightly horizontal cuts for each louvre support. To 
finish the louvre installation the glass blades came to site pre-
assembled with laminated glass set into stainless steel support 
channels with neoprene gaskets and a larger diameter stainless 
steel tube than previously installed, this allowed the louvre support 
tube to slot over each other and dropped into position and secured 
in the correct orientation with grub screws top and bottom. This 
design method allowed the fragile glass louvres to be installed at 
the end of the project to avoid breakages and allowed the GRP and 
other trades to be finished while also achieving the crisp detailing 
that the project demanded.  

The internal balustrade floor edge details also had to maintain the 
500mm depth as the GRP wrap transferred internally, but although 
the floor edge details differed around the building with varying 
glass balustrades or partitions, the profile had to remain the same. 
This was achieved by a complex two tier floor structure, one to 
accommodate a 500mm raised access floor to the main office 
area, the other a 160mm raised access floor to the balustrade 
edge which in turn tapered the overall floor to ceiling build-up from 
1250 to 500mm which was covered over by plasterboard coffered 
ceilings and sloping and curving bulkheads.

Other uses of GRP in the project were the internal free standing 
structural columns within the open plan office and external 
columns to the link canopy to the south side of the building; these 
were encased with a two part GRP column encasements.      

Some of the more challenging areas of the building were the 
continuous roof light along the length of the internal boulevard 
culminating at the end, with the impressive glazed roof lantern over 
the Demo kitchen. Curtain walling glass panel sizes pushed the 
limits of technology. Complexities of the upper floor steel structures 
and the stitching together of the new and existing building whilst 
keeping the PTC in full operation added a further dimension. 

Overall this was a challenging project with complex geometry and 
fluid forms that had to be delivered to an extremely demanding 
timescale and to an exacting level of high quality design and finish. 
Refined detailing and innovative use of materials has been cleverly 
engineered to achieve a dynamic and inspirational, high quality 
building which has surpassed client expectations and impressed 
regional and national award judging panels.    
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